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On the ground floor of a gleaming new building in downtown Salinas, the Central Coast city’s famous
agricultural bounty has been repackaged.

To one side of a lobby with sleek gray floors and a statue of a bald eagle mid-flight, a boutique that sells
romaine-hued table linens implores shoppers to “lettuce eat local.” A white enamel colander adorned with
the region’s famous strawberries sells for $66.

“The game is certainly changing,” says Dennis Donohue, former mayor of Salinas and head of the Western
Growers Association’s 2-year-old downtown innovation center. He positions the co-working and meeting
space as a “lightning rod” to attract interesting agtech ventures, which the grower’s association can then
offer up to member farmers.

It’s here, in a modern open office accented by dandelion-yellow desk dividers and light grain wood accents,
that some four dozen startups from the Central Coast, San Jose, San Francisco and as far as Israel and New
Zealand are also formulating an answer to a question that Donohue has long asked: “Wouldn’t it be
interesting to connect the Silicon Valley to the Salinas Valley?”

The difference now, after a $1 million investment by the city of Salinas, countless industry events and an
influx of agricultural startups and accelerators looking to sell to area farmers, is that his vision is finally
starting to become reality.  

Daunting challenges for the food industry, like labor shortages and the ever-present threat of food safety
breaches, are fueling the collision of the neighboring but culturally and economically divergent valleys. So,
too, are regional development dynamics pushing both startups and workers to seek more affordable real
estate on the ever-farther-flung fringe of the Bay Area. 

The Salinas metro area grew more than 4 percent from 2010 to 2015 alone, to just shy of 431,300 residents.
Housing prices have climbed more than 27 percent in the last three years, up to a median listing price of
$775,000 at the beginning of 2018, according to real estate data site Zillow.

Among the chief concerns of the city of Salinas is creating conditions for that growth to continue,
particularly when it comes to commercial space.

“We’re bursting at the seams,” said Salinas Economic Development Director Andy Myrick, who notes that the
city is currently evaluating multiple potential annexation sites. “It’s easy to find a place for a startup with
just, you know, two people. If you expect them to stay, they need a place to grow.”
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Valley vs. Valley 

At the center of the conversation about agtech, along with other traditional blue-collar strongholds like
trucking, is how clashing business cultures will influence the development of the industry.

“When we first engaged, there was almost a — how do I say this? — an idea that ‘Those guys in Silicon Valley
don’t understand what we’re doing,’” said John Hartnett, founder and CEO of Los Gatos-based investment
and advisory firm SVG Partners, who has contracted with the city of Salinas on agtech and now runs the
local Thrive Accelerator.

The skepticism has always been mutual in Silicon Valley, Hartnett added: “Up here, when I mentioned
agriculture, people would say, ‘Are you for real? I want to invest in the next social media company or the
next app.'”

Though Hartnett says both sides are starting to acclimate, agtech entrepreneurs like Nathan Dorn say the
Silicon versus Salinas Valley divide remains real when it comes to raising funding, rolling out pilot projects
and building production capacity.

“There are two types of agtech entrepreneurs,” said Dorn, CEO of Salinas-based startup Food Origins, which
is designing sensors to be worn on the belts of farm workers to allow growers to analyze data collected for
productivity trends.

First are ag industry veterans like Dorn, who previously oversaw technology for the Rider division of berry
industry titan Driscoll’s. Now, he and fellow Salinas entrepreneurs like John Deere veteran Patrick Zelaya,
who runs in-the-field food safety app Heavy Connect, are looking to translate their expertise to outside
investors. Though Dorn said he knows farmers and ag workers personally, recruiting in-demand tech talent
and raising large amounts of capital is still a challenge.

The second camp of agtech entrepreneurs is made up of veteran technologists angling to apply solutions
that have gained traction in other industries — connected sensors, robotics, drones, cloud software — to
the $2.4 trillion global agriculture business. Worldwide, $10.7 billion of venture capital money went to
agtech in 2017.

Take San Jose-based smart irrigation startup WaterBit. The company employs 13 people in Silicon Valley and
is led by executives who previously worked at tech firms like Fujitsu and Cypress Semiconductor. In its bid
to develop “autonomous irrigation technology,” the company now works some days from the innovation
center in Salinas.

“We’ve had many people tell us we don’t know what we’re doing,” said WaterBit founder and president Manu
Pillai, who said he’s found that focusing on shared financial interest over technological specs can help.
“There is a price at which traditional relationships can be broken.”

WaterBit is joined by other Bay Area tech companies moving into the Salinas market, such as Burlingame-
based Trace Genomics, which has raised $8 million for its genetic testing system used to detect crop
disease.

Others now operating in the Salinas Valley come from farther away, like Canadian farm analytics company
Resson. The startup has raised $13 million for its bioinformatics products from investors including
Monsanto.
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Perhaps the fastest growing market segment, though, is multinational corporations like Bayer, Monsanto
and Coca-Cola wading deeper into California’s agtech rush, driven largely by market projections too big to
ignore.

“Everybody talks about feeding 9 billion people or 10 billion people, the number always changes,” said
Aaron Magenheim, who grew up working for his family’s irrigation business and is now CEO of Central Coast
consulting firm AgTech Insight.

While market chatter abounds about the potential of bringing emerging technologies like blockchain and
machine learning to farming, Magenheim said more immediate logistical challenges remain. For one, some
wealthy growers still use flip phones, Magenheim said. Technical issues like a lack of standardized hardware
requirements are another issue.

In the meantime, the complex process of getting fresh food to market continues to attract deep-pocketed
players intrigued by the industry’s scale and complexity.

“Perishable food is probably one of the most sophisticated supply chains in the world,” said Hartnett of the
Thrive Accelerator, who is now working with both ag and tech incumbents including Coca-Cola, Land
O’Lakes, Cisco and Sunnyvale-based GPS giant Trimble.

Christian Bengard knows about the challenges of growing and shipping perishable food — crops like
lettuces, strawberries, cauliflower, celery, broccoli, kale, parsley and cilantro. His family owns Salinas-based
Bengard Ranch Inc., one of the largest grower-shippers in the western United States.

“My family’s been farming here a long time,” said the Salinas native and December graduate from UC
Berkeley. His great-great-great-grandfather has been in Salinas Valley since 1856, when he started farming.
The family company, Bengard Ranch, was formed in 1961, and farms thousands of acres in California,
Arizona and Mexico. His father and uncle took over the company in 2000.

Now Bengard has joined Concept Clean Energy, which provides solar energy for agriculture, fueling wells
and energy-hogging coolers.

“What we’re trying to do is create innovative technology that will give you the ability to fit solar power to
wells without taking up ag land, without taking up farmable space,” he said.

It does that by constructing solar shade structures in lofts and is developing a floating solar panel that can
be placed on a reservoir.

As project development manager for Laguna Beach-based Concept Clean Energy, Bengard spends his days
working out of Western Growers’ Association’s incubator in Salinas.There, he is surrounded by agtech
innovation and minds that are working on agtech solutions — not just solar energy, but water usage,
pesticides and fertilizers.

“I joined this company because I think innovation in agtech has kind of lagged behind the rest of the world
and there’s a lot of opportunity in agtech, updating the farm system from the traditional way of farming,
which has been the using same ideas for the last 30 years or so,” Bengard said.

“I believe in green energy and cutting down costs. It’s an economic decision and for me, and it’s a moral
issue and a social issue.”
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